M.TECH. (SP) @ IISc
SIGNAL PROCESSING

About IISc

• The highest ranked Indian university in the Times Higher Education World University Rankings, 2018.

• The best institution in the country according to the Human Resource Development Ministry's National Institute Ranking Framework (NIRF), 2018.

• One of the 5 institutions in India to be granted the Institution of Eminence (IoE) status in 2018.

• Fabulous infrastructure, faculty and publication record.

• Premier placement opportunities.

• Excellent launch pad for PhD in India or abroad.

Who can apply?

• Students with B.E. / B.Tech. or equivalent degree (with a GATE Paper in EE; EC).

• Selection is through an interview and a valid GATE score.

• Interview dates: April 17-18, 2019.

• Deadline for online submission of applications — March 25, 2019.

Curriculum

• Coursework - core courses in signal processing concepts and electives on specialized topics.

• A year long project work leading to innovative technologies and publications in top-tier conferences/ journals

Placements

[Companies logos: IBM, Microsoft, Google, SAP, Texas Instruments, NVIDIA, Samsung, Qualcomm]